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WILTSHIRE POLICE - ASB MAUNSELL WAY 
 
Hello Emma 
 
As discussed, please see attached for council meeting on the 22nd August 2022 
 

Kindest Regards 

 

Justine Trueman 

3685 

Police Community Support Officer  

North East & Rural 

07795121196 

 

Justine.Trueman@wiltshire.pnn.police.uk 
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Anti-Social Behaviour at MAUNSELL WAY, BASKETBALL COURT 
 
There has been a rapid increase in ASB at the MAUNSELL WAY, basketball court. Groups of youths have been 
congregating at the courts at all times of the day, evenings, and more recently early hours acting in an anti-social 
manner. 
Residents have bought this to my attention whilst on patrol in WROUGHTON. 
The residents of No77 MAUNSELL WAY – Mr & MRS Tobey OLLEY, who live next to the basketball court are subjected 
to daily abuse from a certain group of youths. Over the weekend of 13/08/2022 – 14/08/2022 the Police were called 
out on three separate occasions, due to ongoing disorders between youths. 
Over the years Mr OLLEY has adjusted his property, by erecting fencing to stop youths entering his property to 
retrieve stray balls, he has recently installed a camera on his house as he feels intimated by the recent escalation in 
ASB from the youths. Mr OLLEY has tried to reason with the youths as he appreciates the youths need to play 
basketball, some of the youths are understanding and respectful, however, there are a group that are intent on 
behaving in an anti-social manner.  
This group are not using the basketball court to play they are locating themselves on the bench that is situated at the 
bottom of the court. 
 
Examples of Anti-Social behaviour 

 Swearing 

 Throwing balls against No 77 MAUNSELL WAY 

 Entering front garden without permission 

 Urinating  

 Riding Mopeds/motorbikes up and downplaying fields 

 Underage drinking 

 Possible drug activity 

 Wiltshire Polices Response and Neighbourhoods teams will have an increased high visibility presence, conducting 
patrols of the area on foot. 
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